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WINTER 2021
CHAIR COMMENT
Dear EHOA Members,
Welcome to the end of season newsletter. We hope that the
reports that have been contributed by owners and riders that
follow will remind you of what a good sporting year it has been.
Thank you to all those who have submitted the articles. Their
accounts certainly whet the appetite for winter training sessions
and the prospect of good competition next season.
It is pleasing to report that the EHOA has ended the year in
very good shape, with rising membership numbers and continued
loyal support from our commercial partners, together with new
relationships in the pipeline for next season. Whilst experienced
hands have retired from the Board, our newly appointed Directors
have brought fresh energy, remarkably useful skills and are
already heavily involved in running in Association’s activities. It is
a delight to work with them to plan our future calendar of events
and in particular the Badminton hospitality offering, at which we
will host a high profile social event for EHOA members in the
Directors Marquee.
Other winter projects include updating the EHOA website
and continuing to promote owners’ interests. You will no doubt
be aware of the many challenges eventing faces and it is
essential that owners make their voice heard. The Association
continues to represent your opinions to the governing bodies on

EHOA Board Changes
After more than a decade of service Jane
and Jonathan Clarke have retired from
the EHOA Board. Having relied on their
knowledge and sage advice for so many
years, the Board warmly acknowledges that
their dedication to all aspects of running the
EHOA has been in no small part responsible
for the organisation’s growth and continued
success. Jane has most recently deftly
managed the Association’s awards and
prizes initiatives, whilst as Treasurer
Jonathan has ensured the Association is

a monthly basis, through the BE Sports Committee, conferences
with Helen West and fellow Directors and by participation in
specialist working groups such as the Abandonment Insurance
review panel, as well as engaging with the riders’ and organisers’
representatives. Please utilise the EHOA channel to put forward
your views and recommendations regarding the sport’s direction
and owners’ interests.
We already look forward to a busy 2022 with a comprehensive
calendar of events across the sport, many bright days with our
horses and the whole culminating
in the excitement of the revived UK
5*s and World Equestrian Games.
On behalf of the Board, we wish you
good health and good cheer over the
festive season and look forward to
seeing you in the New Year.
Yours,

Linda

Linda Allan EHOA Chairman

run professionally and has instituted strong
financial system.
A more formal celebration and thank
you will follow but they recently enjoyed a
delivery of champagne from the Board to
help them celebrate all they have achieved
for the EHOA.
Directors Brenda Watson and Carole
Turner have also stepped down from the
Board and we thank them both on behalf
of the membership for their invaluable help
and guidance over the years.
We have recently appointed Kimberly
Mawdesly as a Director and she kindly has
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accepted to assume the role of Treasurer
from Jonathan Clarke. Kimberly and her
husband Alex will be known to many EHOA
members as hosts of the hospitality tents
at Burgham and Blair over the last few
seasons. Kimberly enjoys competing her
own horse as well as travelling far and wide
to spectate. A keen follower of elite sport,
look out for Kimberly at her annual holiday
destinations - Badminton, Bramham, Blair,
Burghley, Bicton and Burgham.
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EHOA Partners 2022
We are delighted to announce that all the
EHOA’s valued partners intend to continue
their support of the organisation in the coming
season. Their contributions over the last two
difficult years has been unwavering and we
thank them most emphatically.

Shearwater Insurance Services continue to offer generous
discounts to members seeking equestrian and home insurance
cover, as well as supporting the EHOA Awards.
St James’s Place Wealth Management invites members to
contact their team for financial advice and guidance.
Taylor Woodcock Kingston report the firm is delighted at the
prospect in 2022 of again supporting such a fantastic organisation.
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Blenheim Palace International Horse Trials
Yasmin Ingram commented “It was a huge career highlight
to be stood at the top of the podium being presented
with such a beautiful trophy, with a huge thank you to the
EHOA and the members to secure it. My owners, Sue
and Janette were just delighted to be presented with it”.
Liz Williams together with the Jockey Club arranged a
black tie dinner in the Palace for owners of competing horses,
at which the Friends of Blenheim International Horse Trials
initiative was launched. In future, those joining as Friends will
enjoy an enhanced Blenheim experience and in so doing will
contribute to an increased prize fund. When the dearth of
prize money even at the higher levels is a frequently raised
topic this initiative is definitely a step in the right direction.

Record crowds enjoyed superb sport in both the CCI4 and eight
and nine year old Championships over a brilliantly sunny weekend
in September. The EHOA hospitality venue located by the main
arena was generously hosted by the Jockey Club and a great
many owners passed through the marquee over the weekend.
Two complimentary fund-raising activities initiated
by EHOA members enhanced the awards made to the
Championship winners. Terry Miller and Alison Swinburn
led the drive to establish a Perpetual Challenge Trophy to
acknowledge the importance of Blenheim’s CCI 4*L class, a
work commissioned from Caroline Wallace. The result is an
outstanding sculpture that will undoubtedly grace the homes
of the owners of its first winner. Yasmin Ingham and Banzai
led the competition from the dressage phase to its conclusion
and are very worthy winners of this beautiful accolade.

Photo: Tim Wilkinson
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Event support 2021
The 2021 season presented a mass of challenges for our sport and the EHOA were thrilled to
be able to support some events with prize money, rosettes and awards. We have received many
lovely messages and thank you notes from the winning competitors and have included some
here.

“
Dear All

The Inaugural Novice Master Series

As a competitor at Allerton Park Horse Trials earlier this year I was lucky
enough to take part in the Novice Masters Series and receive some
of the wonderful rosettes you sponsored for the series. I was also the
highest placed EHOA member and received a generous prize of £50 and another
lovely rosette.
I would like to thank you all for the EHOA’s support of the series and it has been
great to take part as a competitor but also behind the scenes in its development.
Thanks to you we were able to offer some amazing prizes along with other
sponsors to make the whole series an incredible success.
My horse is only six and does not find the dressage the easiest phase so we were
trying something different with him at Allerton (it didn’t really work 39.8 ). But
knowing about the extra prizes on offer I knew all was not lost and we could aim
for the highest climber award!

😀

🙈

He loves his jumping phases and jumped one of only 13 clears in the show jumping
which moved us up the leader board significantly. Onto the cross country - this is
his favourite phase as he gets to jump and gets to go fast
. He was amazing
around the track at Allerton. If you have not been it is well worth the visit. It has
an amazing house as a back drop and the parkland setting is stunning and was
like riding at a mini Blenheim! Anyway he came home with a very confident clear
inside the time (easily) and we moved up the leader board again.

😀 🙈

”

We finished 11th having moved up an incredible 30 places! But this also meant we
were the highest placed EHOA member as well so walked away with two prizes.
Thank you once again for your support and donation to sponsor this
series. Trudy Johnson and Kohinoor

Olympic Owners Lunch at
Wellington International Horse Trials
David Sheerin, organiser of Wellington, generously invited
the owners of Olympic horses to lunch to celebrate the
spectacular successes in Tokyo.
Wellington’s convivial hospitality also enabled
effective networking between associations. CEO of
BE Helen West with CEO Marcus Capel and Chair of
Eventing Charlotte Rowell.

PLUM ROWLAND
AWARD 2021
The Plum Rowland trophy
is awarded to the rider who
competed most successfully
in the OIU21 classes run at BE
events during 2021. It was a
hard-fought battle this season
and congratulations are due to
the top three riders:
1. Georgina Herrling 31 points
2. Jess Rimmer
30 points
3. Imo Brook
29 points
Georgina will be awarded the
trophy and generous cash
award kindly donated by Plum
Rowland at a future date.

DIARY DATES
Invitation to EHOA Badminton
Social Evening.
Save the date Thursday
5th May to celebrate the new
season with fellow members
at Badminton. We plan to
hold a convivial social evening
with drinks and dinner in the
Directors’ Tent. Watch this
space for more details.

Out and about in 2021
Thank you to all the owners who have sent us
some images from their travels this year.
First time 5* winner Gemma Tattersall sharing
the moment at Bicton with her owners Chris and
Lisa Stone, head girl Charlotte Overton, and
friends and family.
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THE FEI EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 2021
Any owner who has
waited in anticipation
to hear whether their
horse and rider have
been selected for
Team GB will know the
feeling of excitement
and honour when
their rider phones
with the good news.
Diana Bown shares
her
experience
of
travelling
with
her fellow owners
to Switzerland to
support Kitty King
and the superlative
Vendredi Biats.
Vendredi
Biats
ridden by Kitty King
and owned by Sally Eyre, Samantha Wilson, Sally Lloyd Baker
and Diana Bown has given us all great pleasure over the years
that we have owned him. Froggy, as he is known, was bred
in France and brought to the UK by William Fox Pitt. He was
a rather naughty young horse and was quickly sold to Lucy
McCarthy and then to Kitty. Kitty has done an amazing job in
taming and producing Froggy to 5* level.
Kitty and Froggy were individuals at the 2018 European
Championships, finishing best British rider. This season they
had some very successful runs and was a reserve for Tokyo. We
were all delighted that they were selected as a 2021 European
Championship team member. The staff of BEF made all the
arrangement for the horses and owners, to smooth their way
to Avenches in Switzerland. I must admit I had never heard
of Avenches, I had to study the map. The four team and two
individual horses travelled to Switzerland in three lorries, with
drivers and grooms. I understand they had a smooth journey
but were slow through the border to Switzerland, with the
officials there throwing the paper work in the air in frustration,
proof that travelling abroad is not as easy as it used to be.
Sadly Samantha was not able to join us in Avenches. Alex
and the BEF had booked hotels for the team trainers, vets, all
the support team, owners and their families. We were booked
into a hotel in Murten. A great surprise to us all was to find
it was a fabulous walled and historic town, very pretty with
Swiss chalets and trailing geraniums from the window boxes.
A bonus was the delicious places to eat and the spectacular
views of Lake Murten. On the Friday evening Sarah Verney
organized a dinner for everyone, including the grooms. It was
a lovely evening and an opportunity for us all to get to know
each other better.
The town is a fifteen minute car drive from the site in
Avenches for the 2021 European Championships. It is a race
course with a grass and dirt tracks for pony trotting races.
There was a large arena with stands for the dressage and
show jumping. The spacious indoor school was used as a hall
for feeding all the grooms and those staying on site. It was
also used for the fast food stalls during the competition. As
owners we were wonderfully looked after by our Swiss hosts,
with invitations to us all to use the VIP marquee for delicious
food and champagne. The organisers had done an amazing
job in just three months to produce the event.
The weather forecast before we arrived in Switzerland had
been for rain, our cases were packed with wet weather clothing.

Apologies for the poor quality of some of the images

In fact the weather was
glorious with hot sunshine.
Many of us walked the
cross country course on
the Wednesday, it was a
tight and twisty course
with a lot of changes in the
ground conditions, it was
going to be tough. Mike
Etherington-Smith
had
fitted a ten minute course
into a very restricted
space mostly inside the
race track
Dressage
was
on
Thursday
and
Friday,
with team members and
individuals on each day.
Everyone made sure that
we were near the arena to
watch all of our riders. They all performed memorable tests
with amazing scores, putting GB well in the lead after the first
day/ All the owners arrived early for cross country on Saturday.
Sally and I had memories of the traffic jams at Luhmullen in
2018 when we had to abandon the car and run to the grounds
to see the first horses. All the owners opted to watch from
the high part of the stands where we could view 90% of the
course, sitting at high tables peering over a hedge. It was all
very VIP, with champagne and tasty small eats. We took it in
turns as our horses were on the course for our nerves to be
jangling, knowing that the course was going to be tricky and
cause problems. What a relief when that was all over and all
the riders and horses were safe, we could breathe again &
enjoy that glass of champagne. One more nail biting day to go
with GB still in the lead.
Sunday was brilliant with excitement in the air and the
nervous tension again for the show jumping that was how
we as owners felt. How do the riders feel when they know
such a lot depends on them? We shouldn’t have worried, they
were spectacular and finished with a result we could only have
dreamed of. Our flags were waved and looked a wonderful
sight. What a proud moment it was for us all when the three
Union Jacks were raised over the arena, as the National
Anthem played to celebrate the Team Gold medal and the
Gold, Silver and Bronze for our dream team. The entire British
support team rushed to congratulate the six riders and their
horses, lots of hugs to Dickie and Chris and their helpers what a summer they have had. Thank you to you all.

Sally Lloyd-Baker, Sally Eyre & Diana Bown
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Pony Club Eventing Championships

Sophie Jackson and Fallowfen Socrates were awarded
the Ellicotts’ Trophy for the ‘most improved after dressage’, in
recognition of the combination’s stellar jumping phases that drew
admiring comments from fence judges and officials. Sally and Phil
Ellicott, EHOA members and part owners of Zagreb ridden by Alex
Bragg, dedicated the trophy in memory of their daughter Karen,
a keen equestrian with a passion for the cross-country phase of
eventing. It is fitting that the trophy, awarded at a PC event for the
first time, will recognise combinations who shine in the jumping
phases at the Pony Club Championships in the years to come.
A word of thanks to Sally Ellicott, who has given so generously
of her time to host EHOA hospitality tents this season. We are very
grateful!
Sophie’s mother wrote to say “Sophie and I had a fantastic
time meeting Sally and Phil at Bicton for the trophy presentation.
What a lovely couple they are and the trophy is beautiful. Sally
and Phil brought some champagne to celebrate and really made
the occasion feel rather special. Thank you so much for your help
in facilitating the award. It brought a big smile to Sophie’s face.”

‘I would like to say thank you for the EHOA sponsorship of our
PC110 Eventing Championship at Wellington. The support from
the Association enabled us to provide some wonderful prizes for
the winners. We have had lovely feedback that our members have
been very impressed and appreciative’.

Charlotte Newell

Chair of Pony Club Eventing
The Pony Club Eventing Championships ran over the August
Bank Holiday Weekend at Wellington International Horse Trials.
Two days of dressage for the 90 competitors were followed by
show-jumping amidst the distractions of a well-attended country
fair and concluded with cross-country over a course competitors
described as ‘beautifully presented’.
Overall winners were the Beaufort Team comprising Rachel
Hatherell, Beatrice Montgomery and Madeline Adamson, with
VWH Hunt Pony Club and Burghley Pony Club in second and
third places. Jemima Upton from the Essex Hunt North was the
Individual winner.

EHOA Discount Providers
Looking for Christmas present inspiration?
Then take advantage of the EHOA discount at
a number of great suppliers. Check out their
latest offers on the website. Please do support
the discount providers where you can – they
offer some great savings.

Brass Tacks • Ecovoltz
Fairfax and Favor • Gemini Stud
Hiho Jewellery • Horse and Country TV
Inches • Jump 4 Joy
Lucy Milne Portraits • Shearwater Insurance
Treehouse Sporting Colours
WOW Saddles • Wychanger
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Bishops Burton International
Youth Championships
Hosting these prestigious Championships for the first time,
Bishops Burton College showcased the talent of the very best
youth athletes from across the UK at BE90, BE100 and CCI-L
YR2* level.
Winner of the CCI_ YR2*, Xanthe de Wesselo, was in
touch to thank the EHOA for its involvement. Xanthe’s winning
performance with her horse CDS Rockaway Beach (Rocky)
earned her the EHOA Perpetual Challenge Trophy and a glass
plaque as reminders of a fun and successful competition.
Xanthe kindly noted ‘Sponsors are such a vital part of this
sport so the EHOA’s support of a big event like this is hugely
appreciated by myself and all the U18 riders that were lucky
enough to be there’.
Opposite: Xanthe de Wesselo and Rockaway Beach
showjump clear.
Photo: Adam Fanthorpe

Go Eventing with the Holly Hub
Two of our newest members, Jill Gibson and Heather Chapman,
have been members of the EHOA since attending Bicton this
summer and have enjoyed success with their horse Hagona
this year.
Heather started riding aged nine and went on to work in a
hunting yard rather than eventing as she felt she did not have
the discipline for dressage! In 2018, Heather and Jill went to a
yard visit with Mary and Emily King and totally got the eventing
bug. They started to look into young horses and at Badminton
came across the Horsequest stand and, to cut a long story short,
they bought a five year old mare named Echo D’avel. They sent
her off to Stephen Heal, who was recommended for schooling.
Echo competed for a season but she was just not suited to the
world of eventing. However, Jill and Heather had such a great
connection with Steven and so loved his attitude towards his
job and his horses that they decided to stay with him. Echo was
joined by Shannondale Casper, who went on to win the ‘Burghley’
Young Event Horse four year old virtual championship in 2020.
Hagonda (Holly) followed in 2020 and having started in BE100
classes in April 2021 has ended the season competing at 2*,
with two tenth positions and with double clears.
Jill and Heather recently formed a supporters club for the
nine year old grey mare, to enable other people in the same
situation to be able to enjoy the fantastic sport of eventing at the
sharp end rather than spectating. The supporters club, limited
to 15 members, will focus on the experience of ownership for a
fraction of the cost. Yard visits, training videos, behind the scenes
updates and amazing fun on event days where the members
will get to build a relationship with Hagonda, the rider and other
members are all part of the plans. For more information on the
club contact Heather on 07845 583960.
Heather and Jill always thought that eventing was elitist and
that they would never be able to afford to get into it but happily
admit their experience could not be further from that perception.
They are thrilled to have joined the EHOA and think it is a great
platform to meet like-minded people. Heather is also very much
looking forward to volunteering at some events for us next
season and meeting more EHOA members.

THE ANNUAL EHOA DINNER & AWARDS

The EHOA Annual Dinner and Awards Ceremony will be reinstated at the end of 2022. Feedback given in the
members’ survey suggested we look at a more central location and the events team are looking at options.
If you have any venue suggestions please do get in touch with Tor: totsy1@hotmail.co.uk
@EHOA

/EHOA-The-Event-Horse-Owners-Association
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